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ABSTRACT
We investigate trust-based relationships in electronic sup-
ply chains where trust is a measure of consistency in meet-
ing negotiated contract deadlines. We consider scenarios
where contractors assign contracts to contractees who are
significantly more successful in meeting deadlines. The task
deadlines are drawn from a known distribution. We present
a probabilistic analysis that enables contractees to strate-
gically bid on only certain tasks to earn the trust of their
contractors. Once a contractee achieves a high level of trust,
it can then exploit that trust to increasingly corner a larger
portion of the market share of all tasks. We present a trust
exploitation scheme that monopolizes the market against
greedy contractees who bid on all announced tasks. We
also show that such market monopolization is not possible
in the presence of a trusted, but non-exploiting, contractee.
The exploiter can, however, effectively “starve” the non-
exploiting trusted agent.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.11 [Artificial Intelligence]: Distributed Artificial In-
telligence—Coherence and coordination, Multiagent systems,
Intelligent agents

General Terms
Algorithm, Performance, Experimentation

Keywords
trust, monopoly, markets, supply chains

1. INTRODUCTION
Supply chains form distributed, dynamic networks of ag-

ile, adaptive entities. As a result, supply chain manage-
ment where rational agents represent interests of individual
entities and organizations have been an area of active re-
search [16, 21, 23]. From the multiagent systems perspec-
tive, a supply chain is often modeled using a decentralized
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network of agents where each agent can do a part of a task.
Typical approaches try to optimize the profitability of enti-
ties with emphasis on pricing and scheduling [7].

Researchers in business and management science, how-
ever, have recognized that a key component of decision-
making in real-world supply chains is the consideration of
trust between the contracting organizations [12, 24]. Though
the use of information technology and computer systems
to facilitate trust-building between organizations have been
proposed in mid-80s [14], little work has been done in this
area.

We believe an agent based supply chain can effectively
capture the needs and constraints faced by real-life B2B
systems, and hence, can become an integral part of fielded
applications only when such higher level issues like trust are
adequately addressed. In our previous work we focused on
the aspect of developing stable, long term, trusted partner-
ships that allow organizations to have more accurate pre-
dictions of the time and cost requirements to meet market
demands [18]. This work measured trust as the likelihood of
completing contracted tasks by their deadlines. Agents that
were sufficiently more trusted were always awarded contracts
over others. Task deadlines were drawn from a known distri-
bution, and strategic agents bid only on tasks for which they
were sufficiently more confident of meeting deadlines. Over
time, such an agent would be recognized as more trustwor-
thy by the contractor(s) and would be preferred over other
agents who bid for all tasks. We refer to such trust-building
agents as trust-building (TB) agents.

In this paper, we investigate how a trusted contractee
agent can exploit the trust of its contractor(s) to eliminate
the competition and monopolize market share. From a self-
interested viewpoint, trust is like any other resource that
can be leveraged to gain competitive advantage. We propose
that once an agent has build sufficient trust, the next logical
step would be to exploit that to incrementally take over the
entire market. This process mirrors the development of a
monopolist in a marketplace though practical scenarios are
more complex and involve aspects beyond trust. We refer
to agents who exploit their trust as trust exploiting (TE)
agents.

We further evaluate the performance of such a monop-
olistic agent in the presence of a non-exploiting TB agent
who has no intention to monopolize. The presence of the
TB agent presents a major impediment to the TE agent’s
goal of monopolizing the market directly. We motivate, im-
plement, and evaluate two variations of TE agent that tries
to corner as much of the market share as possible even if



monopolization is precluded.
We use a contracting framework for connecting the sup-

pliers to the manufacturers: manufacturers announce con-
tracts for tasks with given deadlines; suppliers bid on these
tasks; and the contract is allocated to one of the bidders
based on its past performance history. We use a simpli-
fied contracting model where contractors prefer to assign
tasks to contractees who have significantly higher success
rates in meeting deadlines. We assume that the trust pref-
erences of the contractor, the task deadline distribution and
the performance distribution of the contractees are known.
We then develop a precise bidding strategy for trust-building
contractees. The motivation is to bid only on those tasks
for which they have a high likelihood of meeting deadlines.
However, not bidding on tasks also reduces the success rate
of completing tasks. We provide a probabilistic analysis to
handle this tradeoff. We then augmented this strategy to
incorporate strategic shifts in the bidding range, once trust
has been established, to monopolize the market. Further,
we investigate the different scenarios which may occur when
another trusted agent is present in the market. Finally we
provide experimental verification of our formal analysis.

We emphasize that we are not pursuing, in this paper,
a game-theoretic approach to equilibrium analysis in the
context of trust-based contracting. While such an anal-
ysis is critical and necessary under the assumption of all
bidders being rational, we are more interested in approxi-
mately modeling real world situations. In typical market
environments, participants have a varying degree of knowl-
edge, longevity, resources, strategic reasoning capability, etc.
In particular, we model market situations where almost of all
of the contractors use a myopic or greedy approach to bid-
ding for tasks. This myopic behavior can stem from short
market lifetime, financial exigencies, resource constraints,
lack of knowledge or reasoning capability, etc. The research
question we are pursuing is how should a rational contrac-
tor, with long-term market presence, approximate knowl-
edge about market conditions, and no limiting resource con-
straint, etc. choose its bidding strategy to maximize its
long-term utility. While we follow intuitive guidelines while
developing and exploiting trust, the technical contribution of
this work lies in formally developing precise bidding strate-
gies with accurate performance predictions followed by ex-
perimental verification. Whereas trust and reputation in
agent based systems is a very active research area in multi-
agent systems [5, 6, 10, 15, 20, 22, 25], to date there exists
very little work on formal derivation of strategies to build
or exploit trust.

2. CONTRACTING MODEL
We assume a trust-based model for task allocations by a

contractor to bidders in a marketplace.

2.1 Task and performance distributions
We assume a task distribution T from which the dead-

line of different tasks are drawn. Pj , defined over the closed
interval [l, h], represents the distribution from which the ac-
tual time taken by supplier j to process tasks is drawn. For

continuous distributions, this means
∫ h

l
Pj(x)dx = 1 and

∫ h

l
T (y)dy = 1. The corresponding discrete distributions,

where T and Pj represent probability mass functions, are
∑l

x=h Pj(x) = 1 and
∑l

y=h T (y) = 1 respectively.

2.2 Use of trust in selecting contractees
Each contractor maintains a trust rating, tc for each pos-

sible contractee, c, which is the proportion of time that con-
tractee could meet an assigned task deadline. For any two
bidders, b, b ∈ Bi, we say b γ-dominates b (equivalently, b is
γ-dominated by b) if

γ ∗ tb < tb, (1)

where γ > 1 is a trust constant, chosen by the contractor.
The basic motivation or incentive for the contractor to use a
trust measure for selecting suppliers is to ensure reliability.
If a supplier fails to deliver the required materials or prod-
ucts by the negotiated deadline, the manufacturer may not
be able to meet its own production schedules and delivery
deadlines and hence may face stiff penalties.

Each task announcement, Ti, contains an associated dead-
line d(Ti) drawn from the distribution T . Each supplier de-
cides to bid or not bid on an announced task. As we are
concentrating only on the trust evaluation of the bidders in
awarding tasks, a bid from a bidder j can just be a default
message signaling js interest in the task. The contractor of
a task assigns it to a contractee randomly chosen from the
set of non-γ-dominated bidders in the set of bidders for the
task, Bi.

Note that this is a deliberate simplification of the real-
world contracting process. In particular, we have left out
the consideration of the price in the bid while awarding con-
tracts! We believe that real-world stable supply chains incor-
porate trust considerations as a key metric for awarding con-
tracts. We acknowledge that even in such situations, trust
is one of several key parameters, including price, that deter-
mines contract awards. In this study, however, we wanted to
focus exclusively on trust considerations as there has been
very little work in agent based systems on the use of trust
in supply chain contracting. Another way of situating this
work is to assume that the contractor is choosing, based on
trust, between all bidders with the same price. The issues
we are studying can also be analyzed effectively with only
one manufacturer and several suppliers and contractees, and
hence we do not use a full supply chain. The techniques pre-
sented, however, readily transfers to more elaborate supply
chains.

2.3 Goal of contractee
Let there be N contractees. The goal of a contractee j is to

maximize its success in procuring and delivering contracts.
The objective criterion to be maximized, the success rate,
is1:

∫ bh

bl

r(j, y)T (y)

(
∫ y

l

Pj(x)dx

)

dy, (2)

where r(j, y) is the probability that a task of length y is
assigned to supplier j by the contractor (depends on the set
of bidders for the task and their respective trust values), the
integration within the parenthesis represents the likelihood
of meeting the deadline y and bl, bh are respectively the
minimum and maximum deadlines for tasks on which j will
bid. The success rate represents the expected number of
assigned tasks successfully delivered by their deadline.

1Most of the analysis presented in the following uses nota-
tions corresponding to continuous distributions. The equiv-
alent expressions for discrete distributions can be similarly
derived.
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Figure 1: Example continuous task deadline and
performance distributions.

3. BUILDING TRUST
We assume that the contracting model is common knowl-

edge between the contractor and the suppliers and that each
supplier j is cognizant of the task deadline distribution T ,
its performance distribution Pj and the trust constant γ.
We now present two types of bidding strategies for a con-
tractee j in response to an announcement for a task ti with
deadline d(Ti):

Greedy (G): This strategy bids for a task whenever there
is a non-zero probability of meeting the deadline, i.e.,
∫ d(Ti)

l
Pj(x)dx > 0.

Trust-building (TB): This strategy focuses on building
trust, which is measured as the likelihood of meeting
the deadline of an assigned task. This strategy is elab-
orated in the rest of this section.

The number of contractees using the G and TB strategy
are known and given by NG and NT respectively. Let N =
NG + NT .

The key consideration for a TB agent is the choice of the
minimum deadline threshold, D, for bidding such that it is
viewed by the contractor to be sufficiently more trustwor-
thy, in the sense of γ-domination, than a G contractee. We
assume that performance distribution P is the same for all
agents. The Figure 1 presents a typical situation with task
and performance probability distributions and the deadline
D below which TB agents will not bid.

The average expected success likelihood or trustworthiness
of an agent j who wins, i.e., is awarded, all tasks in the region
[bl, bh] is given by

P̄ (bl, bh) =
1

Tbl,bh

∫ bh

bl

T (y)

(
∫ y

l

Pj(x)dx

)

dy, (3)

where Tx,y =
∫ y

x
T (z)dz, is the cumulative probability of

tasks arriving with deadlines in the region [x, y]. The above
expression is obtained using Equation 2 with r(j, y) = 1, i.e.,
agent j wins the contract with certainty. If an agent wins
only a fraction f of tasks in that region, the corresponding
average success likelihood is fP̄ (bl, bh).

To facilitate the presentation of the analysis of strategic
bidding for tasks, we consider the steady state case, where
TB agents always win the contract when they bid (as they
have been recognized to be more trustworthy than greedy
contractees), and at other times one of the G agents win
the contract. First we note that the TB agents should be
more inclined to bid on tasks at the higher end of the task
deadline distribution as they are more likely to be able to
meet the corresponding deadlines. Hence, the upper limit
of the range of task deadlines a TB agent will bid, bhTB is
equal to h, the maximum task deadline. Let the minimum
deadline for which a TB agent bids at steady state be Dss.
Therefore, at steady state, the TB agents will win all the
tasks for deadlines in the range [Dss, h] and G agents will
win all contracts in the region [l, Dss). From Equation 1,
the following inequality holds if the TB agents were to γ-
dominate the greedy agents at steady state:

P̄ (Dss, h) > γP̄ (l, Dss). (4)

Equations 3 and 4 can be used to calculate Dss.
The assumption implicit in Equation 4, that the TB agents

win whenever they bid, is not valid initially, when they are
yet to be recognized as γ-dominant. Hence Dss is not the
appropriate choice for the initial minimum task deadline to
bid for, DI , by TB agents. To calculate DI , we assume that
tasks are initially assigned randomly between all bidders.
So, while all the tasks with deadlines in the range [l, DI)
will be assigned to G contractees, tasks in the region [DI , h]
will be assigned to G versus TB bidders in the ratio of NG

to NTB . The choice of DI should be such that it allows a
TB agent to have at least γ times higher trust than G agents
when tasks are being assigned randomly between bidders:

NTB

N
P̄ (DI , h) > γ

(

Tl,DI
P̄ (l, DI) + TDI ,h

NG

N
P̄ (DI , h)

Tl,h

)

.

(5)
The left hand side of the inequality represents the propor-
tion of tasks expected to be successfully delivered by TB
agents when tasks are randomly assigned between all bid-
ders and the TB agents bid only in the interval [DI , h]. The
term within the parenthesis on the RHS of the inequality
denotes the proportion of tasks successfully delivered by G
agents in this period. The terms Tl,DI

and TDI ,h are used
to normalize the trustworthiness in the regions [l, DI ] and
[DI , h] respectively. To calculate DI we simplify Equation 5

P̄ (DI , h) >
NγTl,DI

NTB − γNGTDI ,h

P̄ (l, DI), (6)

where the simplification uses the fact that Tl,h = 1 and that

NTB > γNGTDI ,h. (7)

The inequality in Equation 6 can be satisfied for a range of
DI values. The TB agent uses the minimum value in the
range which also satisfies the inequality in Equation 7.

In this paper we use equal number of TB and G agents
and hence Equation 6 simplifies to

P̄ (DI , h) >
2γTl,DI

1− γTDI ,h

P̄ (l, DI), (8)

and Equation 7 simplifies to TDI ,h < 1
γ
.

The goal of the contractee is to maximize its success rate
as described in Section 2.3. Hence, a contractee must eval-
uate whether it will have a better success rate, in the long



run, if it decides to be a TB or a G agent. If all agents were
of type G, each contractee will be awarded tasks with equal
probability, i.e., ∀j, r(j, y) = 1

N
. With NTB TB agents, the

probability of such an agent winning a contract when it bids,
and after it becomes γ-dominant, is 1

NT B
. Hence, in addi-

tion to satisfying the inequality in 6 and 7, the DI value
chosen must satisfy the following inequality

∫ h

DI

T (y)

(
∫ y

l

Pj(x)dx

)

dy >
NTB

N

∫ h

l

T (y)

(
∫ y

l

Pj(x)dx

)

dy.

(9)

Given T and P distributions, we designate by γmax the
maximal γ value for which there exists a DI that satisfies
all these conditions.

3.1 Bidding strategy of Trust Exploiting Agents
We now present the strategy of the trust exploiting (TE)

agent. Whereas the TB agent picks a DI and bids only for
tasks above it, TE will progressively bid over larger parts
of the task distribution, i.e., for smaller task deadlines, un-
til it monopolizes the market. The key to understanding
how such a monopoly can be achieved is to recognize that
as a TE agent shifts its deadline to bid, DI , to the left,
i.e., for tasks with shorter deadlines, its trust level drops
but so does that of greedy agents who now win only on
even more riskier tasks. The following discussion assumes
that the TE agents first enter a market with G agents and
have achieved γ-domination by bidding for tasks in the range
[DI , h]. At this stage, the trust ratings of TE and G agents
are tTE = P̄ (DI , h) and tG = P̄ (l, DI) respectively. Actu-
ally, tTE should be much more than the value required to
γ-dominate tG because DI was calculated assuming half the
tasks in the safer task deadline range [DI , h] go to G agents,
which is not true after TE agents achieve γ-domination.
Hence it is possible for TE agents to use a lower task dead-
line, Dnew to bid on and still maintain γ-domination over the
G agents, i.e., Dnew < DI and P̄ (Dnew, h) > γP̄ (l, Dnew).
After sticking with this new deadline for sometime to sta-
bilize new trust values, the TE agents can again expand
its bidding range, and continue to do so until it bids over
the entire range, effectively monopolizing all task contracts!
This process of expanding the bid range after achieving γ-
domination over the G agents is described in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Selecting increasingly larger bidding range to
achieve market monopoly.

while DI > l do
Find Dnew such that P̄ (Dnew, h) > γP̄ (l, Dnew).
DI ← Dnew

Bid in the range [DI , h] for a sufficient period to settle
on new trust values

end while

The situation is more challenging for the TE agent if it
enters the market when a TB agent is already γ-dominating
G agents. The first task for the TE agent to gain a foothold
is to γ-dominate the TB agent. The corresponding bidding
deadline for tasks, DTE can be calculated from the inequal-
ity, P̄ (DTE , h) > γP̄ (DI , DTE) (we assume here that new-
comers to the marketplace are given some tasks to evaluate
their trustworthiness). Once it has achieved that domina-
tion, there are two possibilities for further exploitation:

Agent
Agent

Supplier 2Supplier 1

Trust Building

Customer

Greedy

Figure 2: A simple supply chain.

TE1: TE1 expands to bid for all tasks. As a result it
will lose γ-domination over TB. When this happens,
it switches back to original DTE . Thus the TE1 agent
switches its low-end bid deadline between DTE and l.

TE2: TE2 expands to coincide its bidding deadline with
that of the TB agent. It may eventually lose γ-domination
over TB agent, depending on the task deadline distri-
bution. When this happens, it switches back to orig-
inal DTE . Thus the TE2 agent switches its low-end
bid deadline between DTE and DI .

A TE2 agent can, depending on the task distribution, “starve”
the TB agent out of the market. If the TB agent then leaves
the market, we have the scenario of a TE agent against G
agents, which will eventually lead to the TE agent monop-
olizing the market. In other situations, a TE2 agent may
outperform a TE1 agent when facing the same TB and G
competitors, but not each other.

4. EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK
We use a simple two-level supply chain consisting of a sin-

gle contractor at the top level, two to three contractees in the
second level, and two suppliers under each such contractee
at the third level. A representative instance is presented in
Figure 2. We ran our experiments in two discrete phases. In
the first phase we compared the behavior of two agents bid-
ding, one TB and one TE agent when they play separately
against the same G agent, for a contract offered by the cus-
tomer, the contractor. In the next phase we allow all three
agents to operate simultaneously and compared their per-
formances. The deadlines for the contracts are generated
randomly from a discretized triangular distribution. We
used triangular distribution as an approximation of likely
real-life distributions because of easy calculations of the cu-
mulative probabilities. There are two suppliers under each
of these two contractees, and the contractee agents must
procure supplies from these downstream suppliers before it
can process an assigned task.

Since the total time taken by the contractee is the sum of
the time taken by its supplier to produce the necessary sup-
plies plus the time it takes to use these supplies to process
the tasks, the corresponding task distributions are chosen so
that the resultant performance distribution range matches
that of its task distribution. We have used identical tri-
angular distributions for the contractee and the suppliers
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defined over the range [0,6] with the highest point of the
distribution at the midpoint of the range. The resultant
performance distribution of the contractee then ranges over
[0,12].

In our experiments, we iteratively generated new task
deadlines from the task distribution. In a particular iter-
ation, the TB agent decides to bid if the deadline is greater
than DI . The G agent bids on all tasks and TE agent bids
if the deadline is greater than its current DI value.

In the first 100 iterations the customer randomly selects
between the agents with bids to estimate the trustworthi-
ness of the contractees. Thereafter a contractee for a task
is chosen using the selection criteria specified in Section 2.2.
We also assume that the customer selects any new bidder
entering the marketplace with a small probability, ε, to es-
timate its performance. After the new agent is selected 50
times using this ε-exploration, the customer reverts back
to its previous selection strategy using the computed trust
values based on these exploration phase. This exploration
phase is used only when the TE agent enters the market
after TB agent is γ-dominating the G agents.

When a contractee is awarded a task, it generates a task
announcement to procure necessary supplies from the sup-
pliers. The time taken by the suppliers followed by that of
the selected contractee are then generated from their per-
formance distributions using the standard inverse transform
method and are added to calculate the contract fulfillment
or delivery time. The agent succeeds if the delivery time is
less than or equal to the contract deadline, and fails other-
wise.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In our first experiment, we compare the selection ratio and

the trust value of the greedy and trust-based contractees
over 5000 iterations, where the selection ratio is the pro-
portion of time the agent is selected. The experiment is
repeated on three different task distributions: Tp= 4, 6 and
8 and for γ = 1.29. The results from the Tp = 8 scenario
is shown in Figure 3 (plots for other values used for Tp are
similar and are omitted due to space constraints).

From Figure 3 we observe that though TB agents are se-
lected more often than the greedy agents, it can never get
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more than 60% of the task as it never bids on a task whose
deadline is less than DI . On the other hand, the selection
ratio of the TE agent asymptotically reaches 1 as it starts
taking over the market once it has gained sufficient trust.
To ensure that, it observes the market continuously and af-
ter winning successive 20 bids it sets its new DI at 2 forcing
the G agent to operate only on the high-risk tasks having
deadline from 0 to 1. This causes the greedy agent to fail
more often and thus loose its trust even more. The trust
value of TE agent also decreases and is less than that of TB
as shown in Figure 4. But the rate of decrease of trust for
the TE agent is much slower than that of the G agent which
enables the former to maintain γ-domination. As a result it
continues winning all the tasks it bids, and after 20 wins it
shifts DI to 0 and takes over the entire market. From this
point onward the G agent does not win any bid, and as a
result its trust value remains constant (Figure 4).

We observe from Figure 5 that the TE agent receives more
success compared to the TB agent when they play separately
against the greedy agent. Also note that, the G agent wins
no contracts once TE takes over the market.Due to sampling



biases, a sequence of tasks with short deadlines may be gen-
erated which the TE agent may fail to meet, thereby loosing
γ-domination over G agents. To counter this problem, the
monopolist TE agent monitors the situation and whenever
it looses enough bids to loose γ-domination over the greedy
agent, it reverts back to its initial DI value to rebuild the
lost trust. Once it gains back the trust, it uses Algorithm 1
to re-monopolize the market.

In our next set of experiments, only the TB and G con-
tractee agents are in the system for the first 400 iterations.
Once the TB contractee gain γ-domination over G, a TE

contractee is introduced. Here again we assume that the cus-
tomer uses ε-exploration to evaluate the new entrant. We
used two different versions of TE agent: TE1 and TE2. Both
of these agents choose a higher task deadline threshold DTE

to achieve γ-dominance over not only the G agent, but also
the TB agent. Once it gains the required trust, TE1 tries to
monopolize the market by setting its DI to 0 and oscillates
back and forth to maintain its trust domination. From the
results (see Figure 6) we observe that the success of TE1

depends on the nature of the task distribution; it does well
for the distribution with Tp = 4, but for task distributions
with Tp = 6 and higher, TB outperforms TE1. This is be-
cause, in order to γ-dominate the TB agent, the TE1 bids
on a very small range of the task spectrum for such distribu-
tions when tasks with longer deadline is common. In such
situations, it is not able to win sufficient number of tasks to
outperform the TB agent.

TE2 behaves less greedily than TE1: after it gains γ-
domination over the TB agent, instead of monopolizing the
market it sets its DI at the same position as the TB agent.
The TB agent, therefore, loses some of its market share to
the TE2 agent. From Figures 6 and 7 we observe that
the success rates of TE2 are better than that of TE1. The
TE2 agent, however, loses out to the TB agent for task
distributions with Tp = 8 and above. In such situations,
eventually TE2 loses γ-domination over TB and moves its
bidding deadline to DTE , and after regaining trust switches
it back to DI of TB agent, and the cycle repeats. TE2 also
retains its γ-domination over the greedy agent through this
entire process. But this oscillation does not happen for all
task distributions, e.g., for Tp = 4 and 6, TE2 never needs
loses γ-domination over TB even when it continues to play
in the range [DI , h]. This is because, when TE2 becomes γ-
dominant over TB while playing in the range [DTE , h], the
TB agent is only awarded tasks with deadline in the range
[DI , DTE). For Tp = 4 and 6, not only is P̄ (DTE , h) >

γP̄ (DI , DTE) required for establishing γ-domination, but
P̄ (DI , h) > γP̄ (DI , DTE), i.e., the TE2 agent continues to
maintain γ-domination even after bidding over the range on
which the TB agent was bidding when the TE agent enters
the market. As a result we observe that in these situations
(see the middle and left plots in Figure 7), the TB agent
receives no contracts after some time, i.e., it is effectively
“starved”. Note that the TE2 agent cannot monopolize all
the contracts, and hence the G agent continues to receive
the more riskier contracts on which none of the trust-based
agents are bidding. Ironically, the presence of the TB agent
benefits the G agent: TB starves, but prevents TE from
starving G as well!

6. RELATED WORK
More recently the problem of supply chain management

has drawn the attention of multiagent systems (MAS) re-
searchers. In MAS, a supply chain is conceptualized as a
group of collaborative autonomous software agents [11]. It
is argued that managers can better coordinate and sched-
ule processes by distributing the organization-wide business
management system into autonomous problem solving agents.
This approach is more appropriate when the participating
enterprises are geographically distributed and manually con-
trolling B2B trading is not possible. Tackling coordination
in supply chains using partial constraint satisfaction prob-
lems by mediating agents is investigated by [2].

Swaminathan et al. has provided a framework for effi-
cient supply chain formation [21]. MAS researchers have
paid attention to the emergence of the optimal supply chain
configuration. Walsh et al. has shown the optimal dynamic
task allocation in a supply chain using combinatorial auc-
tions [23]. Given a task, composed of a group of subtasks,
they provide a mechanism for dynamic formation of a sup-
ply chain to produce maximum profit. Collins and Gini have
provided a testbed, MAGNET, for multiagent contracting
for supply chain formation using multiple criteria [7]. A few
years back, the Trading Agent Competition (TAC) [16] in-
troduced a realistic supply chain framework where the chal-
lenges include the design of strategies for effectively handling
factory schedules, efficiently contracting with the suppliers,
competitively and profitably bidding to the customers, re-
ducing the inventory cost and penalty for late delivery or
order cancellation.

In recent research, trust is established as a key factor to
build profitable and long term B2B and B2C collaborations
in the Industry [12]. Trust plays an even more critical and
important role in the domain of Electronic commerce [3].
Several trust management systems have been proposed to
handle the development of trust and its impact in such sys-
tems [9].

Use of trust as a basis for interaction strategies has been
widely used in multiagent systems. Marsh was one of the
first to attempt a computational model of trust [13]. Sen et
al. have developed a comprehensive reciprocity-based rep-
utation framework for learning to trust like-minded agents
and outperform exploitative agents in fully distributed en-
vironments like P2P networks [17, 19, 1]. Castelfranchi and
colleagues have argued for the necessity of trust in social in-
teractions between agents with complex mental attitudes [5].
Brainov and Sandholhm [4] have shown that trust based
contracting can significantly increase market efficiency mea-
sured by social welfare, trade volume and agent utilities.
Yu and Singh [26] have proposed a mechanism for combin-
ing reputation from multiple sources to obtain trust ratings.
Glass and Grosz present the SPIRE framework [8], where
agents who fulfill social obligations are treated favorably by
other members of the society. Sen et al. have developed a
comprehensive reciprocity-based reputation framework for
using trust in

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have argued for the use of trust mod-

els to award contracts in the context of supply chains. We
work with a particular trust-based contracting framework
where contractees with significantly higher historical suc-
cess rates in meeting contract deadlines are preferentially
selected over less “punctual” agents. Our proposed trust-
building agents bid less often for tasks, but win and suc-
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Figure 6: Success of G, TB, and TE1 agents over time for different task distributions: Tp = 4 (left), 6 (middle),
8 (right); γ = 1.15.

cessfully meet the deadline of tasks they bid for more often
than “greedy” agents who bid for all tasks.

Given task deadline and performance, i.e., task process-
ing distributions, we use a probabilistic analysis to analyti-
cally derive the task deadline threshold below which a trust-
building contractee will not bid for a task. We expand on
this analysis to develop exploitative agents who incremen-
tally take over the entire market from greedy agents. We
also propose variations of exploitative agents when compet-
ing against both greedy and non-exploiting trust-building
agents. We provide experimental verification on a small sup-
ply chain to demonstrate the competitive advantage of these
trust-exploiting strategies.

While the basic motivations and outlines for trust-exploitation
strategies presented in this paper are intuitive, the con-
tribution of our paper lie in formally specifying the trust-
exploitation problem and deriving precise strategies for ex-
ploiting trust. We present implementable strategies with
predictable performance given task deadline and performance
distributions and the trust-based contract allocation crite-
rion. We first derived a trust-based strategy that trades off
short-term loss (not bidding on certain tasks) for long-term
profits (higher success rates after achieving γ-domination).
Following this we introduced variants of aggressive trust-
exploitation schemes that not only establishes trust as the
previous scheme, but then leverages it strategically to mo-
nopolize the market. We show that though such market mo-
nopolization is not possible if non-exploitative trust-based
agents are present, the latter can be effectively dominated
under certain task deadline distributions.

In this paper, the trust constant, γ, and the contract al-
location procedure are assumed to be common knowledge.
The task distribution is assumed to be constant and known
a priori. Similarly, the performance distribution is fixed
and is assumed to be identical for all contractees. Some or
all of those assumptions may be violated in a real environ-
ment. For example, the contractor may not be consistent

in either maintaining or enforcing the trust-based contract
award scheme, task distribution may vary over time, agents
may be heterogeneous in their capabilities, etc. We plan to
relax some of this approaches in future work. In particu-
lar, we plan to explore various adaptive mechanisms to cope
with dynamic, uncertain environments.
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